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Abstract
Suitable transformations on the classical system of orthogonal polynomials lead to polynomi-
als with nonnegative coecients. Asymptotic normality of those coecients is established by
local limit theorem. Applications include, important combinatorial numbers, as the number of
connections of a telephone exchange, the coecients of a rook polynomial, the coecients of the
card matching polynomial and others. Asymptotic formulas for such numbers are also provided
whenever it is possible. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
Keywrods: Classical orthogonal polynomials; Double indexed sequences of nonnegative numbers;
Combinatorial numbers; Asymptotic normality
1. Introduction and preparatory results





A(m; j); n=0; 1; : : : ; m: (1.1)













where m and 2m the mean and variance of (1.1), respectively.
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If for some set S of real numbers
lim
m!+1 supx2S
mpm([mx + m])− 1p2e−x
2=2
 =0; (1.3)
we say that A(m; n) satises a local limit theorem on S.
Note that if the numbers A(m; n); n=0; 1; : : : ; m; m=0; 1; : : : are integers and the
distribution (1.1) is called combinatorial distribution (c.d.).
Generally, several authors have studied the asymptotic normality of certain numbers
A(m; n); n=0; 1; : : : ; m; m=0; 1; : : : ; the classication of which has been usually based







Bender [3] has established a central limit theorem for G(t; u) such that G(t; u) −
[A(u)=(1 − t=r(u))v+1] is analytic and bounded, where A(u) continuous and non-zero
near 0, r(u) with bounded third derivative near 0 and v a nonnegative integer.
Caneld [4] considered the problem for G(t; u)= exp[uC(t)], where C(t) is a
t-polynomial. Flajolet and Soria [7], proved Gaussian limiting distributions for G(t; u)=
exp[uC(t)] where C(t)=  log[1=(1− (t=))] +R(t);  is a positive real number,  is a
singularity point and R(t) is an analytic function in 0(; )= ftj jtj<+; t =2 [; +
]g, satisfying R(t)=K +o(1); t!  in 0. Analytically, Bender’s and Caneld’s re-
sults are obtained by using the continuity theorem of charactreristic functions in conjuc-
tion with saddle point method or the analysis of coecients of meromorphic functions.
Flajolet and Soria’s proofs are based on the combination of the continuity theorem of
characteristic functions with singularity analysis techniques on Hankel contours.
In an other classication vein, Kyriakoussis [10] has considered the asymptotic nor-
mality of numbers A(m; n); n=0; 1; : : : ; m; m=0; 1; : : : satisfying a class of triangular






Local limit theorems have been established by Bender [3] and Caneld [4] provid-
ing asymptotic information about the numbers A(m; n); n=0; 1; : : : ; m; m=0; 1; : : : for
(n− m)=O(m).
For the needs of this paper we consider the classical system of orthogonal polyno-
mials, (see [6]), say Rm(x); m=0; 1; : : : ; and the related to them polynomials
Pm(u)= b(m)[h1(z)]mRm(h2(z)); z= z(u)2C; b(m)>0; m=0; 1; 2; : : : ; (1.4)
where h1; h2 are suitable functions ensuring the non negativity of the coecients
A(m; n); n=0; 1; : : : ; m; m=0; 1; : : : :
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Table 1
Classical Symbol of Symbol of Symbol of

























Jacobi RJm; ; (x), c11 − c12u
c21 + c22u
c11 − c12u
PJm; ; (u) AJ(m; n)
−1=2661=2
−1=2661=2
Laguerre RLSm; (x), cu −1=cu PLSm; (u) ALS(m; n)
Table 2
Orthogonal Symbols of Symbol of Symbol




























Tchebichef RT2m (x)=RGm; 1(x) P
T2
m (u)=PGm; 1(u) A
T2 (m; n)
of the





























m; 0; 0(u) A
L (m; n)
Jacobi 1 RJ1m; (x) P
J1
m; (x) AJ1 (m; n)
=
 (2 + 1) ( + m + 1)
 ( + 1) (2 + m + 1)
RGm; +1=2(x), =
 (2 + 1) ( + m + 1)
 ( + 1) (2 + m + 1)
PGm; +1=2(u)
RJ1m; (x)=RJm; ; (x) P
J1
m; (u)=PJm; ; (u) A
J1 (m; n)
The considered related polynomials Pm(u) m=0; 1; 2; : : : and their coecients A(m; n);
n=0; 1; : : : ; m; m=0; 1; : : : are listed Table 1 where c is a positive constant and cij; i;
j=1; 2 constants such that 0<c116c21; 06c126c22; c22 6=0.
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Moreover, we construct the following Table 2, containing some well known in
the literature orthogonal polynomials which are special cases of the above mentioned
classical system, their interrelations and the corresponding related polynomials Pm(u);
m=0; 1; 2; : : : and numbers A(m; n); n=0; 1; : : : ; m; m=0; 1; : : : :
In this paper, the asymptotic normality of A(m; n); n=0; 1; : : : ; m; m=0; 1; : : : ; is
established for the above listed cases. Note that the numbers A(m; n); n=0; 1; : : : ; m;
m=0; 1; : : : ; listed in both tables above include interest combinatorial numbers. As
examples among others we refer to the number of connections of a telephone exchange,
the number of combinations of positive integers arrayed on a line, the number of ways
of placing rooks in non taking positions on the cells that contain 1’s of a f0; 1g-matrix,
C, which is the coecient of the rook polynomial of C and the coecients of the card
matching polynomial.
2. The main results
Lemma 2.1. We consider the polynomial
Pm(u)= b(m)h1(z)mm(h2(z));
where z := z(u)2C; u2R; b(m)>0; m=0; 1; 2; : : : and m(x) any orthogonal
polynomial of degree m with respect to the weight function p(x);p(x)>0 for a6x6b;
x2R (see [1, p. 773]). Then Pm(u) has
(i) [m2 ] real, simple, negative roots if h1(z)=
p
g(u)=i; h2(z)= 1=h1(z); where g is an
invertible, real function such that g−1 is odd, increasing, g(u)>0; g−1(u)>0 for
every u>0 and m(−x)= (−1)mm(x);
(ii) m represents real, simple, negative roots if h1(z)= g(u); h2(z)= − 1=h1(z);
where g is an invertible, real function such that g−1 is odd, increasing, g(u)>0;
g−1(u)>0 for every u>0 and a>0;
(iii) m represents real, simple negative roots if h1(z)= g(u); h2(z)=f(u)=g(u);
where g and h are linear functions, g(u)= 1−2u and f(u)= 3 +4u with k ;
k =1; 2; 3; 4 are nonnegative constants with 3>b1; 3; 4 6=0; 1 + 2 6=0
and 4>−b2; m(−x)= (−1)mm(x); m(x) represents orthogonal polynomials
with weight function p(x)=p(−x).
Proof. Let fm(x)g be a sequence of orthogonal polynomials with respect to the weight
function p(x); p(x)>0 for a6x6b. It is known that every polynomial m(x); (m>1)
has m real, simple zeros all interior to [a; b] (see [14, p. 310]). Then,
(i) Since m(−x)= (−1)mm(x), the m real, simple zeros are all located symmetri-




cm with cm 6=0 constant, m even:
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the positive zeros of the orthogonal polynomial m(x), arranged increasingly as
−a6− [m=2]; k(m)<   <− 1; k(m)<1; k(m)<   <[m=2]; k(m)6a;
with 0;1 = 0, it follows that
m(x)=

mx[x2 − (1;1(m))2]    [x2 − ([m=2];1(m))2]; m odd,
mx[x2 − (1;2(m))2]    [x2 − ([m=2];2(m))2]; m even,
where m the mth positive coecient of the polynomial m(x). So,
Pm(u)=

mb(m)[1 + g(u)(1;1(m))2]    [1 + g(u)([m=2];1(m))2]; m odd,
mb(m)[1 + g(u)(1;2(m))2]    [1 + g(u)([m=2];2(m))2]; m even,











u1; k(m)<u2; k(m)<   <u[m=2]; k(m)<0:
(ii) If a>0, all the roots j(m); j=1; : : : ; m, of the orthogonal polynomial m(x)
are arranged increasingly as
0<a61(m)<2(m)<   <m(m)6b;
m(x)= m(x − 1(m))    (x − m(m));
where m the mth coecient of the polynomial m(x) with (−1)mm>0. So,
Pm(u)= m(−1)mb(m)[1 + g(u)1(m)]    [1 + g(u)m(m)]






; j=1; 2; : : : ; m
with
u1(m)<u2(m)<   <um(m)<0:
(iii) Arrange, increasingly all the roots j(m) of the m(x)
a61(m)<   <m(m)6b
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the polynomial Pm(u), is written as
Pm(u)= mb(m)[f(u)− g(u)1(m)]    [f(u)− g(u)m(m)]:
m the mth positive coecient of the polynomial m(x) and the polynomial Pm(u);
m=0; 1; : : : ; has m real, simple, negative roots
uj(m)= − 3 − j(m)14 + j(m)2 ; j=1; 2; : : : ; m
with
u1(m)<u2(m)<   <um(m)<0:









































as m!1; where g is an invertible real function such that g−1 is odd; increasing;


















Proof. By Lemma 2.1(i), the generating function PHm (u) has [
m














where  Hj; k(m); j=1; : : : ; m the simple real roots of Hermite polynomials located into
(−1;+1) (see [14, p. 313]).




















































































































k(m)kRHm−k(x); k =1; : : : ; m (2.7)
and the recurrence relation
RHm(x)= 2xR
H
m−1(x)− 2(m− 1)RHm−2(x); m=1; 2; : : : (2.8)
(see [16, p. 192]).
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+N−1=2sin(N 1=2x − m=2)
p−1X
=0
v(x)N− + expf−N 1=2jJ(x)jgO(m−p)
#
;
N =2m+ 1; (2.12)
where
m= (m+ 1)= (m=2 + 1) or  (m+ 2)N−1=2= (m=2 + 3=2)
depending on whether m is even or odd. The coecients u(x) and v(x) are polyno-
mials depending on  and they contain even and odd powers of x, respectively (see
[15, p. 198]).
Working as in [11] we get on using (2.12)
d
dx










where q(x) and Q(x) are polynomials of x and the coecients of the various powers
of (2m+ 1)− will be pure imaginary.
Consequently, (2.11) for x= i=
p








g(1)−1=2 − (2m+ 1)1=2 + 1 + 2(2m+ 1)−1=2 +    ; (2.13)
where 1; 2; : : : are constants.







[(2m+ 1)1=2 − g(1)−1=2 − 1 − 2(2m+ 1)−1=2 +   ]: (2.14)
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Expanding (2m+ 1)1=2 in terms of m, calculating 1 by using the relations (2.12) and




By a Harper’s result (see [9]) or by Bender [3], we have the validity of (1.2).


















where c is a positive constant.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1(i), the generating function of the numbers, AG(m; n);








; j=1; 2; : : : ; [m2 ]; (2.17)
where  Gj (m); j=1; 2; : : : ; [m2 ] are the simple, real roots of the Gegenbauer polyno-







; (0661); =1; 2; : : : ; m (2.18)
(see [1, p. 787]).





1 + 1=[cGj (m)]2
(2.19)
(see [3]).





















; m=2; 3; : : : (2.21)











; m=2; 3; : : : ; (2.22)
we get on using (2.20){(2.22) and the fact that f1; m(x); f2; m(x) are decreasing functions




































































[1 + 1=(cGj (m))2]2
(2.26)
(see [3]).




















<1; j=1; 2; : : : ; [m2 ];
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; m=2; 3; : : : ; (2.30)































































































































Similarly working, we obtainZ [m=2]
1
g2; m(x) dx<m: (2.33)








By a Harper’s result (see [9], see also Bender [3]), we have the validity of (1.2).
Corollary 2.1. The numbers AT2(m; n); n=0; 1; : : : ; [m2 ]; m=0; 1; 2; : : : are asymptoti-
cally normal with m and 2m as in Theorem 2:2:
Proof. We have





























and the asymptotic normality of AT2(m; n), is concluded by Theorem 2.2 with
=1.
Remark 2.1. Since the roots of the polynomials PT2m (u), are given by
uT2j (m)= −
1
c2 cos2[ j=(m+ 1)]
; j=1; 2; : : : ; [m2 ]




c2 cos2[ j=(m+ 1)]





[c2 cos2[x=(m+ 1)] + 1]2
; (2.35)
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(1 + o(1)): (2.37)





Remark 2.2. The numbers AT1(m; n); AL(m; n); AJ1 (m; n); n=0; 1; : : : ; [m2 ]; m=0; 1; : : :
are all asymptotically normal with m and 2m as in Theorem 2.2, because of the





the generating function PGm;(u) (see Table 2).















m if c2 6=0;
c22
c21 + c22












c22(c21 − c11c122c22 )
(c11 − c12 + c21 + c22)2 + k;
k =o(1); if c12 6=0 (2.40)
or
c22






(c21 + c22 − c11)2 ; if c12 = 0;
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where
crj; r; j=1; 2 constants such that 0<c116c21; 06c126c22;









Proof. By Lemma 2.1(iii), it follows that the generating function P Jm;; (u) has m real,
simple, negative roots, namely
uJj (m)= −
c21 − c11Jj (m)
c22 + c12Jj (m)
; j=1; 2; : : : ; m; (2.41)
where jJ(m); j=1; 2; : : : ; m are the m roots of Jacobi polynomials which are simple,
real and located in (−1; 1). It is known that
cos
2j
2m+ +  + 1
6Jj (m)6 cos
2j + +  − 1
2m+ +  + 1
;
(−1=2661=2;−1=2661=2); j=1; 2; : : : ; m (2.42)
(see [17, p. 177]).







































c1 cos 2x2m+++1+ 1
c2 cos 2x2m+++1+ 1
; x2 [1; m]; m=1; 2; : : : ; (2.44)



























h2; m(x) dx + h2; m(1)

: (2.46)










c1 cos x + 1
c2 cos x + 1
dx
=










































































2x + +  − 1
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c21 − c11 cos 2j++−12m+++1
i
h















c21 − c11 cos 2j2m+++1
i
h




































(c11 − c12 + c21 + c22)2
2























c0 cos 2x2m+++1+ 1
i2
c0 cos 2x++−12m+++1+ 1
; x2 [1; m]; m=1; 2; : : : ; (2.50)
S2; m(x)=
h
c0 cos 2x++−12m+++1+ 1
i2
c0 cos 2x2m+++1+ 1





2m+ +  + 1
+ 1
2




2x + +  − 1
2m+ +  + 1
+ 1
2
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we obtain by (2.49){(2.53) and for c0 6=0
c22








































[c0 cos x + 1]2
c0 cos(x + +−12m+++1) + 1
dx
=






+  − 1
2m+ +  + 1

− cos 2 +  − 1




+  − 1




4− (c0)2 sin 2(+  − 1)
2m+ +  + 1
 sin
+  − 1
2m+ +  + 1

− 4 cos +  − 1
2m+ +  + 1
 4 sin2 +  − 1
2m+ +  + 1

+2 sin
+  − 1
2m+ +  + 1
 sin 2
+  − 1

















+  − 1
2m+ +  + 1
 sin
+  − 1
2m+ +  + 1


−2 + sin 2 +  − 1






+  − 1
2m+ +  + 1
− 2 sin +  − 1
2m+ +  + 1


 log(1 + c0 cos x)
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+16x cos2
+  − 1
2(2m+ +  + 1)
 sec
+  − 1
2m+ +  + 1
  sin4 +  − 1
2(2m+ +  + 1)

− c0 cos x sin +  − 1
2m+ +  + 1

+ c0 cos
+  − 1































m(1 + o(1)) (2.56)
and similarly,Z m
1






m(1 + o(1)); (2.58)
we get on using (2.54){(2.58)
c22












Moreover, for the case where c0=0 or c12 = 0, we have
c22




c21 − c11 cos

2x + +  − 1









c21 − c11 cos

2x + +  − 1
2m+ +  + 1

dx
+ c21 − c11 cos

+  + 1
2m+ +  + 1

#
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or
c22
(c21 + c22 + c11)2
m<2m6
c22
(c21 + c22 − c11)2m:
Consequently,
m!1 as m!1:
By Harper [9] or Bender [3], we have the validity of (1.2).
Corollary 2.2. The numbers AL

(m; n); n=0; 1 : : : ; m; m=0; 1; : : : are asymptotically















and the asymptotic normality of AL

(m; n), is concluded by Theorem 2.3.





m (u) and P
J1
m;(u) of the numbers
AT

1 (m; n); AT

2 (m; n) and AJ

1 (m; n); n=0; 1; : : : ; m; m=0; 1; : : : respectively, are inter-
related with the generating function P Jm;; (u) (see Table 2), we have by
Theorem 2.3 the asymptotic normality of these numbers with m and 2m given by
(2.39) and (2.40), respectively.












where c a positive constant.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1(ii), the generating function of the numbers ALS(m; n);




; j=1; 2; : : : ; m; (2.61)
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where LSj (m); j=1; : : : ; m are the simple, real roots located in (0;+1) of the Laguerre




















j=1; : : : ; m; (2.62)
where >−1 and kj are the roots of the Bessel function J(X ); 0<k1<k2<    ; close
to the numbers of the form j−!;! constant for suciently large j; kj  j+ 12+ 14
(see [1, p. 787] and [16, p. 213]).




2c(j + +12 )

j + +12 +
q





2c(j + +12 )

j + +12 +
q









































(x− !)2 + m+ +12
; x2 [1; m]; m=1; 2; : : : ; (2.66)






















2; m(x) dx: (2.67)

















































 (1 + o(1)) (2.68)
and similarlyZ m
1
v2; m(x) dx=O(m−1=2): (2.69)
Hence, by (2.67){(2.69)
m=m(1 + o(1)):









4(j + + 1)2[c( kj2 )









16c(j + + 1)4( kj
2
2





















c( 2 x − !2 )4








2 ; x2 [1; m]; m=1; 2; : : :
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and
q2; m(x)=




4c(x + + 1)2 + m+ +12















 + + 1
2
cx2 + m+ +12
2 dx:







































b6c3 + 3 42 b






















(1 + o(1)): (2.71)







(1 + o(1)): (2.72)







Consequently, m!+1 as m!+1 which proves the theorem.
Remark 2.4. From [3,9] we have that the validity of (1.3) for S =(−1;+1) implies
the asymptotic formula
A(m; n)Pm(1)e−k2=2=(m(2)1=2) as m!1; (2.73)
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where
n= m + km and k =O(1);
i.e., an estimation of the number A(m; n) is obtained whenever an asymptotic formula
for Pm(1) is achieved. Notice that (2.73) is valid only for n in a restricted range.
3. Applications
We now give some examples as applications of the theorems just proved.
Example 3.1. The number of connections of a telephone exchange with m subscribers



















m, by Theorem 2.1, the numbers T (m; n); n=0; 1; : : : ; [m=2], m=0; 1; : : : are
asymptotically normal with m 12m and 2m 14m1=2. Chowla et al. [5] have






By Remark 2.4 we have the following asymptotic formula for the number T (m; n)







with n= m + km; k =O(1).
Example 3.2. The number of combinations of m− 1 positive integers f1; 2; : : : ; m− 1g













b(m)= 1=2m, by Corollary 2.1 the numbers C(m; n); n=0; 1; : : : ; [m2 ]; m=0; 1; 2; : : : are
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(see [13, p. 245]). Then, by Corollary (2.1) the operators A(m; n); n=0; 1; : : : ; [m2 ];


























is the coecient of the card matching polynomial, Amm(t)=Qm(t2), is






(see [13, p. 81]). Then setting in (1.4) h1(z(u))= 1 − u; h2(z(u))= (1 + u)=(1 − u),




; n=0; 1; : : : ; m; m=0; 1; 2; : : :
of the polynomial Qm(u) are asymptotically normal with

















where n= m + km; k =O(1).












is related to the Legendre polynomial by
Gm(u)=RLm(1 + 2u)
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(see [13, p. 78]). Then setting in (1.4), h1(z(u))= 1; h2(z(u))= 1 + 2u, b(m)= 1 by






; n=0; 1; : : : ; m; m=0; 1; 2; : : : of the














Example 3.5. For  an integer, the number of ways of placing exactly n rooks in




(see [8, p. 288]). Then, setting in (1.4) h1(z(u))= u; h2(z(u))=−u−1, b(m)=m! by
Theorem 2.4 the numbers R(m; n); n=0; 1; : : : ; m; m=0; 1; 2; : : : are asymptotically
normal with mm and 2=32<2m=m1=2<2=.
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